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DJXl'EBOOK 
Tuesday, Jan. 18 
Exhibit, ·Art Tirol." an exn1bit ol 60 
paintings by six Austnan artists. through Feb. 
8. Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery. Fine Arts 
Center. Gallery hours are 9 a m.-4:30 p.m. 
weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Sundays. Free. 
Exhibit, "Crayola Dream·Makers." 
featuring art by elementary school students 
!rom a seven-state region, through Feb. 12. 
Gallery hours are same as above. Free. 
Classified Staff Council Meeting, 9 a.m.-
noon. Taft Room. Union. 
Faculty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m .• 
Assembly Room. McFall Center. 
Music from Bowling Green at the Manor 
House, opens with a concert by the Bowling 
Green Philharrnonia String Ensemble and Cluj 
Graduate String Quartet. conducted by Emily 
Freeman Brown. 7:30 p.m .• Manor House in 
Toledo's Wildwood Metropark. Free. 
BGSU"s Mostly MIDI Series, a perfor-
mance by the Digital Music Ensemble and 
composer Steve Rush, 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital 
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Coalition for Transcultural Enhance-
ment Meeting, 9 p.m., main lobby, Prout Hall. 
VVednesday,Jan. 19 
BGSU Contemporary Black Film Series, 
·Daughters of the Oust." 7:30 p.m .• Gish Film 
Theater. Free. 
Thursday, Jan. 20 
Falcon Club of Toledo Luncheon, noon. 
Inverness Club. 
Racism Reduction Center, B p.m., second 
floor. Student Services Building. 
Film Presentation, the Gish Film Theater 
will present a night of musical shorts made 
between 1930 and 1960. 9 p.m. Free. 
Friday, Jan. 21 





Posting expiration date for employees to 
apply: Noon. Monday. Jan. 24. 




Green Coun:ry Club. 
Hockey, vs Lake Superior. 7 pm. ice 
arena. 
Concert, by me BGSU Symphonic Band. 
8 p.m .. Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Saturday, Jan. 22 
Concert, by the BGSU Concert Band as 
par1 of the annual BGSU New Band Music 
Reading Clinic. 11 a.m., Kobacker Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Women's Basketball, vs. Ohio. 12:45 
p.m .• Anderson Arena. 
Gymnastics, vs. Illinois State, 1 p.m .• 
Eppler North Gym. 
Hockey, vs. Lake Superior, 7 p.m .. ice 
arena. 
Sunday, Jan. 23 
Faculty Artist Series, violinist Paul 
Makara. 8 p.m .• Koback.er Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Free. 
Monday, Jan. 24 
Chinese Film Week, "DivorGe." B p.m., 
Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. Admission is $2. 
EAP.sessions planned 
The Employee Assistance Program 
(EAP) employee orientation sessions 
have begun and will continue on Jan. 19, 
20, 25, 27 and Feb. 1 and 2. These are 
sessions where faculty and staff can ask 
questions abOut the University's new 
program. For session times and loca-
tions, please refer to the schedule mailed 
to all employees or call personnel 
services at 372-8421 or 372-2225. 
Note changes in 
payroll deductions 
Employees should be aware payroll 
deductions will be changing starting this 
month, January 1994. The withholding 
rate for Bowling Green City income tax 
will increase from 1.50 percent to 1.73 
percent. 
There are new Federal Income Tax 
Withholding Tables for the year 1994. In 
addition. the insurance payroll deduction 
amounts will be changing depending on 
the insurance plan selected. 
FACULTY /STAFF POSIDONS 
The following faculty poSl!ions are available: 
Applied .statistics & Operations Research: Assistant professor (probationary, full-time). 
ContaC1 Wei Shih (2-2363). Deadline: FE:b. 11 or until filled. 
Biological Sciences: Assistant professor (molecular physiologist). Contact Stan Smith (2-
2332). Deadline: Feb. 7. 
German, Russian & East Asian Languages: (Anticipated) Instructor of Russian (temporary. 
lull·t1me). Contact Margy Gerber (2-2268). Deadline: Jan. 31. 
History: Chair. Contact Fujiya Kawashima (2-2030). Deadline: Feb. 15 or until filled. 
Mathematics and Statistics: (Anticipated) Assistant professor (two positions) in mathematics 
education or funct1onalapphed analysis or probaoility and stochastic processes (probationary. full-
t1me). ContaC1 Andrew Glass (2·2636). Deadline: Feb. 1. 
Music Education: Director of bands. Contact the Office of the Dean. College of Musical Arts 
(2·2181 ). Deadline: Feb. 11 or until filled. 
Natural and Social Sciences (Firelands College): Assistant professor of psychology 
(probationary). ContaC1 tne Office of the Dean. Firelands (433 5560. ext. 223). Deadline: March 1. 
Psychology: Assistant professor (probationary. lull-time). Contact the Department of Psychol· 
ogy (2-2301 ). Deadline: Jan. 31 for fullest consideration. 
School of Art: Assistant professor. graphic design (probationary. full-time). Contact Ronald 
Jacor;:im1 (2-2821 ). Also. assistant professor. computer art. Contact Ron Coleman (2-2786). 
Deacunes for both pos1t1ons: Feb. 9 or until filled. 
The fol!owmg administrative position is available: 
Chemistry: Supervisor. NMR spectroscopy facility (anticipated). Contact personnel services (2· 
8426). Deadline: Feb 15. 
NOTE OF APPRECIATION 
Editor. the Monitor. 
As we settle down to a winter routine, I would like to express sincere gratitude to 
the 1. 1 ~ individuals. ?usinesses. civic groups and churches who contributed by 
prov1d1ng food. clothing and gilts to over 680 families in Wood County through the 
United Way Christmas Clearing Bureau. Without their generous help many might 
not have celebrated the Christmas season. 
A .heartfelt thank you to the following departments and organizations from 
Bowling Green State University who assisted: the Office of Academic Enhancement, 
Alpha Phi, the alumni and development office, the athletic department. the bursar's 
office, career planning and placement services. the College of Health and Human 
Services. the College of Musical Arts, the College of Technology, computer ser-
vices. Kappa Kappa Gamma, Offenhauer/2nd floor, the political science depart-
ment, Project Holiday Hope, the Resident Student Association, the Student Organi-
zation of Social Workers, the University Ambassadors and the University Bookstore. 
Nadine Musser 
Wood County Area Director 
United Way 
Program seeks spare beds during bad weather 
As winter approaches, the Hazel H. 
Smith Off-Campus Student Center is 
looking for faculty, staff and students who 
have extra beds. A list is being compiled 
of persons who would be willing to 
provide a space for out-of-town students 
to stay if weather conditions make it too 
dangerous to return home. 
Those who wish to open their homes 
to these students would only be respon-
sible for providing a place for students to 
sleep and possibly shower. 
CRITICAL THINKING 
From the front 
able. 
However, the importance of the ability 
to think critically has now been widely 
recognized and is even part of the 
curriculum in several states and a 
required course in many colleges. One 
topic in ·conversations with Critical 
Thinkers· is how to motivate faculty and 
students to overcome their resistance 
and insecurity to do real critical thinking. 
It is not only in the United States that 
the subject has become so popular. This 
month, Browne and Keeley's textbook, 
Asking the Right Questions: An Informal 
Guide to Critical Thinking, which they 
co-authored in 1981, will be published in 
Beijing by the Chinese People's Press. 
For a society that has traditionally 
discouraged questioning authority, said 
Browne, this is a step in a different 
direction. But, he added, contrary to 
academic tradition in the West wherein 
._ 
REGENTS 
From the front 
The University is hoping for monies to 
fund a couple "big ticket" items and 
Waddle said he was pleased those items 
received support from the regents. OBOR 
is recommending full funding for basic 
renovations ($3_3 million), phase II of the 
South Hall replacement ($4.7 million) and 
rehabilitation of University Hall ($3.3 
million). Partial funding is being recom-
mended for phase I of the central heating 
plant replacement ($3.5 million) and 
rehabilitation to Hanna Hall ($365,000). 
Two other projects, phase II of the central 
heating plant replacement and rehabilita-
tion to Moseley Hall, were not recom· 
mended for funding. . 
In announcing the recommendations, 
Chancellor Elaine H. Hairston said the 
proposed appropriations reflect the 
Interested persons should submit their 
name, address, phone number and 
number of spaces available to Stephanie 
Chervinko, graduate assistant, Off. 
Campus Student Center, 105D Moseley 
Hall. 
Submitted names will be placed on a 
list and students will be required to phone 
first to ensure if a place is available for 
them that night. For more information 
about the "Cot in the Snow" program, 
contact Chervinko at 372-7510. 
the author of a work is fairly "invisible," 
the Chinese seem to need to be able to 
visualize the writer in order to better 
understand his or her work, so he and 
Keeley were asked to provide photos of 
themselves and their families for the 
Chinese edition. 
They were also surprised to find their 
work published in the Korean Journal for 
Critical Thinking, put out by the Korean 
Institute for Critical Thinking. 
Browne and Keeley have written 
numerous articles and essays on critical 
thinking, both individually and together, as 
it pertains to their respective fields and as 
it relates to various issues. 
"We're not adventurers breaking new 
paths," said Browne, adding that he, 
Keeley and others are only seeking a 
"contemporary codification for what 
reflective people have always done." -
Bonnie Blankinship 
regents' "hold the line· approach. She 
said it indicates their deep concern over 
the relationship between debt service 
payments -- the principal and interest 
payments Ohio must make to retire 
bonds sold to finance capital projects for 
higher education - and higher 
education's operating budget. 
"Debt service payments already 
represent the only area of significant 
growth in higher education's operating 
budget,· she said. -We simply do not 
want to put higher education in a position 
where any future operating budget 
increases will necessarily be consumed 
by debt service obligations. The first 
priority of the higher education budget 
must be service to students, not debt 
service." 
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Applied philosophy 
graduates its first 
doctoral students 
Doctoral students Barbara Daly and 
Kenneth F.T. Gust made history when 
they graduated in December - Univer-
sity history. that is. 
The two received the first doctor of 
philosophy degrees in applied philosophy 
ever awarded at BGSU. culminating nine 
years of work by the philosophy depart· 
ment in developing and implementing the 
new doctoral program. 
Considered the first of its kind in the 
world, the doctoral program in applied 
philosophy began in 1984 when faculty 
began drafting a proposal that built on the 
department's widely recognized and 
innovative master's program. The 
proposal was approved by the Ohio 
Board of Regents in 1987. The program 
is designed to prepare students for 
academic and nonacademic careers 
devoted to the application of the skills 
and understandings of philosophy to 
pressing problems of the day in such 
fields as medicine, law government, 
business and the environment. 
S'?ow and cold ~ave kept many Univers_ity employees busy during the past week. Grounds crews tried to stay warm while 
cleanng ca.mpus sidewalks and roads. Maintenance staff also had hectic days fixing frozen pipes and heating systems in some of 
the University's older buildings. 
The program currently has 45 students 
in its mastefs and doctoral programs, 
inciuding approximately 20 international 
students. 
Senate approves amendments, travel reimbursement hikes 
Cust was admitted to the program in 
1988 with a mastefs degree in philoso-
phy from the University of Calgary, 
Canada His interests in applied philoso-
phy focus on theoretical and practical 
issues in medical ethics as well as social, 
moral and political philosophy. His 
dissertation, "Bargaining, Justice and 
Health Care," was directed by Dr. 
Christopher Morris, philosophy. 
Faculty Senate passed a series of 
Academic Charter amendments at its 
Jan. 18 meeting - or did it? Confusion 
over proper parlamentary procedure 
caused so many questions about whether 
the proposal had passed or failed that 
some senators left the meeting unsure of 
the amendments 'status. 
The three amendments, proposed by 
George Clemans. Milton Hakel and 
Richard Hebein, members of the Advo-
cates for Academic Independence, were 
the result of a faculty poll taken by the 
group last spring on current issues and 
shared governance options. 
The proposed amendments were 
designed to "make the Faculty Senate a 
strong representative of the faculty, to 
ascertain the budget priorities of the 
faculty and to require that the senate be 
informed about the budget before it is 
presented to the president.· 
Following the vote on the amend-
ments, Dr. Benjamin Muego. chair of the 
senate, declared the proposal had failed 
because it did not receive the requisite 
two-thirds vote. However, later in the 
meeting senators argued the amend-
ments had indeed been approved 
because they received two-thirds vote of 
those senators present. Muego had 
Continued on page 3 
Continued on page 3 
Mathematics and statistics once again noted for high number of Ph.Os 
There is good news once again this year from the department of mathematics and 
statistics. Fourteen Ph.D.s have been awarded in the past three years, placing BGSU 
second only to The Ohio State University in the state. 
In the entire United States, BGSU ranks 74th, an impressive figure considering the 
relative size of the faculty. This again puts the University in the second quartile and 
almost the top third in the nation for number of doctoral students per faculty member in 
math. 
As Dr. Andrew Glass, chair of the department, says, what is equally impressive is the 
number of bachelor's degrees awarded, which this year is 61 from a faculty of 33. In 
comparison, the mathematics department at Ohio State produced 90 bachelor's with a 
faculty of nearly 100. "In that regard, our proportion is rather high,· Glass noted. 
Indeed, it is high enough to place BGSU eleventh in the nation in 1992-93 for 
number of bachelor's degrees awarded per faculty member. 
To what does Bowling Green attnbute its success? 
According to Glass, the department has adapted to the needs of students and 
became very nurturing in its educational style. "One advantage to this university is it 
gives a lot of personal, individual attention. It's a much doser knit department than you'd 
find in some of the larger schools," he said. 
For instance. "large lectures· containing upwards of 200 students which were once a 
standard feature of the undergraduate mathematics course have been eliminated. 
Instead, dasses now have only about 30 students. Although this necessitates having 
more graduate students teach in order to staff all these classes, the payoff has been a 
40 percent inaease in the number of students who succeed in them. And with fewer 
failures, many more students are likely to complete their degree programs. 
The mathematics and statistics department draws two-thirds of its math majors from 
the College of Education and Allied Professions, people who are planning to teach. 
Some of the department's arts and sciences programs focus more on the applied nature 
of math and statistics. Glass said six of the mathematics majors are double majors in 
computer science, 10 are in statistics, and 17 are studying actuarial sciellC€:5, which is 
the branch of statistics used by the insurance industry to calculate risks and premiums. 
In fact, BGSU and Ohio State have the only two programs in Ohio recognized by the 
Society of Actuaries. Dr. Josef Blass. mathematics. is BGSU's business liaison, who 
helps find internships for students in the banking and insurance industries. 
While the program is not changing into a "training program; said Glass, "the faculty 
realizes students will need to find work after graduation and prepares them to do so. 
And everything possible is done to prepare our students for their entry into the job 
market.~ 
"We have a good, careful undergraduate program; he said. The department has 
moved toward the future in incorporating technology into its classes. All students now 
use graphing calculators and microeomputers in second- and third-semester cataJlus. a 
Continued on page 3 
COMMENTARY 
Editor. the Monitor: 
Last year the combined efforts of BGSU faculty. staff and students working a 
total of 716 hours raised $48,822 for charities and services funded by the United 
Way of Northwest Ohio. 
The purpose of the United Way agency is to concentrate the entire efforts of one 
organization for the fund-raising of many. This allows individual organizations to 
devote their energies and funds to their primary purposes. United Way of Northwest 
Ohio funds only charities and groups located in Wood, Lucas and Fulton counties. 
Local agencies may request funding from United Way. A board of citizen volunteers 
reviews requests. and it approved will determine the allotted funds which will be 
granted following the campaign. All agencies which have received funding and the 
amount of those funds are available from the Office of United Way of Wood County. 
519 W. Wooster St., 352-2390. The administration of this process is paid through an 
endowment fund, so 100 percent of all monies collected go directly to the charities 
and groups funded. 
The BGSU campaign drive will run from Feb. 14-25. Pledge materials will be 
mailed to each faculty and staff member by Feb. 11. This material will include a 
pledge card, instructions and a return envelope, along with the name and phone 
number of the staff volunteer located in each building or work location for assistance 
and collection. 
If you can help, you can make a one time contribution or pledge payments 
throughout the year. Many people find it more convenient to pledge by payroll 
deduction, and your volunteer can assist in setting this up. We can even guarantee 
that a particular organization of your choice gets your specific contribution if $25 is 
pledged. All contributions are tax deductible. 
Please help us to provide funds and opportunities for people in our area. You 
would be helping your own neighbors. If I can answer questions or be of assistance, 
please call me at 372-7580. 
Dave Maley 
·Chair, BGSU United Way Campaign, 1994 
Eckel appointment to aid in facilitating American 
businesses' investment opportunities in Russia 
Or. Norman Eckel, accounting and 
MIS, has been named chief business 
consultant to the U.S.-Russia Information 
Resource Institute. 
Thomas Murray, board chairman of 
the Sandusky-based IRI, a full-service 
consulting firm facilitating investment 
opportunities in Russia for American 
businesses. particularly those in north-
west Ohio, announced Eck.el's appoint-
ment 
Eck.el, who will take a year's leave of 
absence from his teaching duties at 
Bowling Green, has been involved with 
iRI since 1990 and has made three trips 
to Russia to develop ties with the 
Russian Academy of Sciences. IRI has a 
Moscow office that provides American 
businesses with meeting and conference 
space as well as computers, communica-
tions, translation, security and secretarial 
services. 
American investment in the Russian 
economy is critically needed because it 
will aid the country's political stability and 
"we all have a vested interest in that," 
said Eck.el. He added that Americans are 
"missing the boar by failing to consider 
becoming involved in Russia's emerging 
free-market demoeracy. 
Eck.el noted that Japan, South Korea 
and Germany are, in increasing numbers. 
planting the seeds for future success in 
Russia •tt American businesses sit back 
and wait for complete political stability, 
our competitors will capture Russia's 
economic prizes." he saicf_ 
Private sector investment in Russia is 
needed to encourage long-term invest-
ment in that country's emerging, but 
bumpy, economy. Eck.el said. "And that," 
he added, "is exactly what IRI is attempt-
ing to encourage by providing American 
firms with business information vital to 
becoming key players in the Russian 
economy." 
More information about business 
opportunities in Russia is available by 
calling IRI at (419) 626-6170_ 
Camcorders available 
Faculty, staff and students with a 
University ID are now able to check out 
VHS camcorders from Instructional Media 
Services' counter at 102 Education 
Building. 
In the past, no camcorders left IMS 
without an accompanying IMS student 
assistant doing the requested videotap-
ing. While that service is still available, 
purchases of additional easy-to-use, 
lightweight camcorders allow the IMS to 
otter the checkout option to its users. 
The highest priority for use of the new 
camcorders will be faculty requests for 
classroom instructional use_ There will be 
no charge for the service. Faculty. 
students and staff will be able to request 
camcorders on a first come/first served 
basis for University-related functions at 
the rate of $5 for three hours. There are 
also adjusted price rates for overnight 
and weekend rentals. Camcorders can 
only be picked up at the 102 Education 
Building counter (they cannot be deliv-
ered unless a student assistant is also 
requested at an ad<fltional $5 per hour) 
by someone with a valid University ID. 
The limited number of camcorders 
available necessitates the assessing of 
late charges of $5 per hour. 
Camcorders and other A-V equipment 
can be reserved by calling 372-2882. 
Reserving all equipment at least 24 hours 
in advance is strongly recommended. 
Book examines communication of 
people of diverse, ethriic backgrounds 
Interpersonal communication is 
unshakably rooted in culture, said Or. 
Al~rto Gonzalez, interpersonal commu-
nica.tion. yet the literature on communica-
tion styles is strangely bare of cultural 
reference points. For those wishing to 
understand the communication of people 
of diverse ethnic backgrounds, this is 
particularly inadequate. so Gonzalez and 
his co-editors. 














Communication (An lntercultural Anthol-
ogy). Published by Roxbury Publishing 
Company, the book provides "a descrip-
tion of culture and communication from 
the original source," according to 
Gonzalez. · 
Gonzalez and his colleagues feel that 
in traditional interpersonal communication 
studies, "There is no rich description of 
culture. Culture is depicted in the 
abstract." he said. ·Also, what we've 
noticed in looking at the literature for 
speech communication is that the 
depictions of culture are Euro-centric." 
Yet even within the white, European 
culture, there are important differences 
between, for instance, a rural Midwest· 
emer and an urban Northeastemer's 
communication styles that are not 
represented. "Contemporary communica-
tion theory tends to level out those 
differences," said Gonzalez. Our Voices 
is a vehicle for "ethnic scholars to talk 
about communication from the perspec-
tive of their own cultures. We want to 
make that richness, that uniqueness, 
central, not to abstract i! out,• he added. 
Each of the contributors, said 
Gonzalez, is saying, in effect, "This is 
how I would like you to understand my 
cultural community and its talk," using his 
or her own cultural voice. The authors 
explore the variety of communication 
styles within many ethnic groups, from 
Chinese Americans to Semitic people to 
African Americans. Gonzalez's chapter, 
written with Gloria Flores, formerly of 
Texa A & M University and now of the 
University of Kansas. is titled "Tejana 
Music and Cultural Identification." Rather 
than being rooted in theory, as are most 
communication texts today, Our Voices 
seeks to "ground depictions of culture in 
experience." said Gonzalez. It presents a 
more personal viewpoint from the authors 
than do most previous books on the 
topic. · 
The book examines many aspects of 
communication - written. family and 
m<l$S communication - by asking the 
question, "What is a cultural explanation 
and interpretation for this communication 
phenomenon from an ethnic scholar's 
perspective?" 
The writers included in Our Voices, 
said Gonzalez. are attempting to support 
the validity of alternative perspectives on 
the world by explaining their basis in their 
respective cultures. They also seek to 
break down the constructs of dualism and 
mutually exclusive terms that have 
characterized previous research into the 
communication styles of ethnic groups. 
Gonzalez said he sees the book as a 
"concentrated resource· for researchers 
and teachers of communication that 
could be used as a textbook in ethnic 
studies or multicultural education as well. 
It is already being tested in the classroom 
in various places, he said, and has been 
well received. 
Gonzalez, who received his under-
graduate degree from BGSU, did his 
master's and doctoral work at Ohio State 
University. Specializing in intercultural 
communication and rhetorical criticism. 
he has published many articles and book 
chapters on topics including the lyrics of 
Bob Dylan and the use of technology in 
communication. 
He has two more edited books in 
progress, one in collaboration with Or. 
John Makay, chair, interpersonal commu· 
nication, on rhetorical studies of popular 
music. The second concerns communica-
tion practices of Latino groups_ 
But what Gonzalez is most excited 
about and proud of, he said, is that he 
has recently been selected to edit the 
International and lnterc:ultural Communi-
ca.tion Annual, a Sage publication 
sponsored by the Speech and Communi-
cation Association. He will hold this 
position for the publication of three 
volumes, the first of which will appear in 
1995_ Or. Dolores Tanno, a professor at 
San Bernadine State University, will 
collaborate with him on the project. -
Bonnie Blankinship 
Gould appointed president of association 
Or. Karen Gould, Graduate College 
and romance languages, has been 
named president of the Association of 
Canadian Studies in the United States. 
She took over the role at the 
association'~ biennial conference in New 
Orleans in November. 
The association, which has more than 
1,200 members nationwide. publishes a 
multidisciplinary quarterly journal and a 
quarterly newsletter containing informa-
tion on grants, conferences and other 
matters related to Canacfran studies, in 
addition to providing publishing grants. Its 
executive office is in Washington, D.C. 
Gould will serve a two-year term as 
president 
Prior to her election. Gould was vice 
president of the association and orga-
nized the biennial conference. "Putting 
the entire program together is about a 
year-and-a-half process." she said. This 
involved sending out an international call 
for papers and selecting all the speakers 
and session content 
The University was well represented at 
the conference. Or. Mark Kasoff, director 
of the Cana<fran studies program, 
delivered several papers. Beth Casey, 
arts and sciences, and Dr. Henry Garrity, 
chair of romance languages, also made 
presentations. 
. Q & A ABOUT COT .I .ECTIVE BARGAINING 
A v~ety of questions have been raised ~t f~culty collective bargmning and its 
pot~ntial effects. _The £?owling Green State UmvefSlty Faculty Association and the 
UmvefSlty administration have asked the Monitor to publish their answers to questions 
posed by memebers of the University community. 
Question: A recent BGSU Faculty Association newsletter claims that during 
the last 10 years, while the number of BGSU full-time faculty has decreased from 
737 to 680, the ratio of students to full-time faculty members has "Increased 
disproportionately" resulting In a "disproportionately heavier workload" for 
faculty. The BGSU-FA also asserts that BGSU would need to add 100+ faculty 
positions to be on a "competitive basis" with Kent State. How much has our 
student/full-time faculty ratio changed over the past decade and how different is it 
currently from the Kent State ratio? 
Answer from Or. J. Christopher Dalton, vice president for planning and 
budgeting: The BGSU·FA must be using fall 1980 as its base year, since that was the 
most recent year for which there were 737 full-time main campus BGSU faculty 
members. In the fall of 1993 there were 690 full-time main campus faculty (not 680). 
6.4% fewer than in 1980. (There were also 38 retired (SAP) faculty teaching in fall 1993 
compared to none in 1980. Each of the retired faculty members taught 8-9 credit hours. 
which is equivalent to the average semester teaching load for full-time faculty members. 
Thus there were 728 full-time and SRP faculty in fall 1993. a decrease of only 1.22% 
from the 737 full-time and SRP faculty in fall 1980.) 
The most accurate gauge of the instructional load generated by students is the 
number of full-time equivalent (FTE) students, the measure used by the Ohio Board of 
Regents in allocating instructional subsidy. By definition, each FTE student equals 15 
student credit hours (SCH). In fall 1980 the number of FTE students on the BGSU main 
campus was 16,788. Forfall 1993 the main campus FTE student number was 15,574. 
This represents a decrease of 7.2% in the FTE student count from fall 1980 to fall 1993. 
If the drop in FTE students (7.2%) is greater than the drop in nµmber of full-time faculty 
(6.4% without even taking into account the SAP faculty) how can the studentlfaculty 
ratio have "disproportionately increased?" In fact, the FTE student/full-time faculty ratio 
decreased slightly from 22. 78 in 1980 to 22.57 in 1993. It is not credible to assert that 
the student/faculty ratio, and by irnplication the average faculty workload. has "dispropor-
tionately increased" from 1980 to 1993. 
The BGSU-FA assertion that BGSU would need 100+ additional faculty in order to be 
in a ·competitive position" with Kent State is completely incorrect. Preliminary fall 1993 
data from the Ohio Board of Regents indicate that Kent State main campus had 4,870 
more students (headcount) than BGSU (22,638 vs. 17, 768) and 2,362 more FTE 
students ~an BG~U (18,035 vs. 15,673).' On the other hand, data provided by Maryse 
Eymonene Associates, show that Kent State had 8 fewer full-time faculty (682 vs. 690) 
than BGSU in fall 1993. Clearly, by any measure, the student to faculty ratio is consider-
ably lower at BGSU than at Kent State. In fact, it's Kent State that needs 100+ addi-
tional faculty to be in a ·competitive position" with BGSU with respect to the ratio of FTE 
students to full-time faculty. 
The OBOR and Maryse Eymonerie Associates data cited above show that the 
University of Toledo had 18,778 FTE students (3, 105 more than BGSU) and 556 full-
time faculty (134 fewer than BGSU) for fall 1993. Based on these data UT needs 
approximately 270 additional full-time faculty to reach a ·competitive position" with 
B~SU with rl?SJ>l'.C' to_ t_he ratio of FTE students to full-time faculty. Similar comparisons 
with the other universities demonstrate that the BGSU ratio of FTE students to full-time 
faculty is the fourth lowest of the 11 major public universities in Ohio. 
1. The number of tan 1993 FTE students for BGSU is sligh1!y greater 1han the number noted 
above beca1 ise the OBOR data on which the table is based includes students in academic year 
abroad and extension courses. 
2. Maryse Eymonerie Associates collects data from universities for the annual AAUP salary 
survey. 
Question: (From a supporter of BGSU-FA) The AAI is attacking you pretty 
hard in their newsletter. Why don't you give them a dose of their own medicine? 
Answer by BGSU-FA: As we have said before, the issua of collective bargaining 
needs to be fully debated and debate without opposition would be impossible. We are 
told ~a! ·no ag~nt" g_roups like AAI ~ay ~t role in virtually all faculty collective 
~mng elections m higher education. It IS to the advantage of university administra-
tions to appear aloof. so they usually prefer to have their side of things represented by 
such a group. 
When BGSU-FA was first organized in May of 1992, we stated our intent to conduct 
a ~e ,?l"'pai!J'! to avoid ad hominem a~umentation. After President Olscamp 
prom~ not !O lie to us, but added that neither would he "tell everyth:;ig (he) 
knows, we said '!'e would do even better than Iha!: Not only <ftd we promise to say 
only what we believe to be the truth, we also promised not to try to mislead anyone. 
We see no good reason to deviate from those original guidelines we set for ourselves. 
Responding in print to all of the AAI •questions," demands, misinformation and 
misleading assertions would be impossible; to attempt to do so would waste time, 
energy and money. We would rather do what we have already been doing - to provide 
~ maryy facts and rational arguments as we can in print, to answer questions put to us 
1n public forums as fully and honestly as we are able. and to trust the good judgment of 
our faculty colleagues for the rest. The facts and arguments for faculty collective 
bargaining at BGSU are strong enough to stand alone - we only need to make them 
available. 
Besides it would be counterproductive for us to reply in kind: The audience to the 
debate. over faculty collective bargaining is sophisticated, intelligent and able to 
recognize common techniques of propaganda. We don't want to make the same 
mistake we think AAI and some administrators have made - that of underestimating 
the BGSU faculty. Our audience knows that an ad hominem attack is a losing 
debater's refuge - attack your opponent personally only when your own arguments 
are weak. 
MATH PH.OS 
From the front 
unique feature for a university the size of 
BGSU. ·we want to make sure they"re 
not out of date three months after they 
graduate." commented Glass. "The job 
market is much harder now so we·ve put 
in much more quality control. Students 
with high grade point averages. in the 3.2 
and up range. have a great edge in the 
marketplace because of their analytical 
skills." he added, ·so as much encour-
agement as possible is given to help 
students learn better: 
The same emphasis on quality is 
maintained at the graduate level. ·our 
advisers have only six to seven master's 
students eacn to allow maximum contact 
time and attention." he said. 
Glass added that quality control is 
retained in this area by letting only the 
best students go on to the doctoral level. 
"These advanced students work closely 
with teams of faculty in algebra. analysis. 
computation. number theory or statistics, 
and especially with their individual 
dissertation directors," he commented. 
All the graduate students teach, so a 
year long course in teaching is required. 
And seminars are routinely held where 
students are given the opportunity to 
practice presenting their own work. "This 
insures our graduates are good teachers 
and can get positions in universities and 
colleges," he said. 
Faculty members for the department 
are chosen for their qualifications in three 
areas. said Glass: their ability to direct 
graduate students, their excellence in 
research, and their effectiveness in the 
classroom. 
Research is vitally important to the 
department and Glass says it provides 
symbiotically beneficial effects for both 
students and teachers. "When I do 
research, I appreciate my students' 
difficulties more. wnt a question from a 
student motivate what I do in my re-
search? Yes, certainly." he said, ·and the 
atmosphere created when faculty are 
engaged in problem solving is encourag-
ing to students in their own studies: 
One of the most exciting aspects of 
the program is the continual presence of 
distinguished visiting professors from 
abroad. "This enriches the department 
and the graduate program." Glass said. 
The seminars and colloquia they conduct 
FACULTY/STAFF 
PUBLICATIONS 
John Sampen, music, wrote the anide 
"Saxophone Masterworks of Late 20th Century 
America" and a review on new music in The 
Saxophone Symposium last summer. A review 
of Sampen's and Marilyn Shnlde"s, music. 
"The Contemporary Saxophone" disc appears 
in TheSaxophoneJoumal, Nov. 1993. The 
compact disc was recorded and edited by 
Mark Bunce, music. 
Patricia Cunningham, applied human 
ecology, published the essay "Healthful, 
Artistic and Correct Dress· in With Grace & 
Favour: VICtOtian and Edwardian Fashion in 
America. Research on the essay was 
supported by a grant from the Research 
Development Council of the College of 
Education and Allied Professions and was 
published by the Cincinnati Museum ot Art. 
Rona MacKfnnon-Slaney, higher 
education and student affairs, published 
"Theory to Practice in Co-curricular Activities: 
A New Model tor Student Involvement" in 
College Student Affairs Journal. a publication 
of the Southern Association for College 
Student Affairs, Spring 1993. 
for faculty and students provide learning 
and inspiration for the whole department. 
BGSU has had some of the top 
mathematicians and statisticians in the 
world visit. and the annual symposia they 
conduct draw participants from the United 
States and abroad. This spring. the 
wor1d"s leading probablist. academician 
Anatoli Skorokliod from Ukraine. will be 
on campus as the Eugene Lukacs 
Visiting Professor. - Bonnie Blankmship 
APPLIED 
PHILOSOPHY 
From the front 
Gust is currently an assistant profes-
sor in the history and philosophy depart-
ment at Austin Peay State University. 
Clarksville. Tenn. 
Daly entered the program with 
rnaster"s degrees from the University of 
Massachusetts in nursing and from 
Cleveland State University in philosophy. 
She said she chose Bowling Green·s 
unique program because it offered her 
the opportunity to combine her interests 
and training in medicine and philosophy. -
The focus of her work at the University 
made use of philosophical theory and 
method to analyze and resolve ethical 
problems arising in the allocation of 
health care resources. Her dissertation. 
"Philosophic Approaches to Resource 
AllOC<!tion," was directed by Dr. Raymond 
G. Frey, philosophy. 
Daly currently is an assistant profes-
sor in both the School of Nursing and the 
School of Medicine at Case Western 
Reserve. In addition, she is the co-
director of the Clinical Ethics Service at 
University Hospital. Cleveland. 
SENATE 
From the front 
incorrectly based the count on two-thirds 
of the total senators eligible to vote. 
In other business. a resolution on the 
University's travel reimbursement policy 
was approved. According to the resolu-
tion, BGSU ranks at the bottom in all 
travel associated categories compared to 
other Ohio state assisted universities. 
The proposal makes the following 
recommendations: mileage be reim-
bursed at 27 cents per mile (currently 20 
cents per mile); in-state lodging be 
reimbursed at $75 plus tax or conference 
rate (currently $55 plus tax); out-of-state 
lodging be reimbursed at actual or 
reasonable cost (currently $75 plus tax); 
the daily maximum for in-state meals be 
raised to $25 (currently $20); and the out-
of-state meals daily maximum should be 
raised to $35 (currently $30), or $45 in 




Travis Chapin and Chris Heider, both of 
technology. $33.580 from the Ohio Depart· 
men! of Transportation to fund a study from 
April 26. 1993. to Oct. 26, 1994. to determine 
whether a contractor/state relationship called 
"partnering" is cost effective. 
Pietro Badia, psychology. was awarded 
S262.700 from the Army Research Institute 
and $20.000 from the U.S. Air Force to 
conduct research in human studies with a 
substanee caned melatcnin. Milton Hakel, 




Editor. the Monitor: 
Last year the combined efforts of BGSU faculty. staff and students working a 
total of 716 hours raised $48,822 for charities and services funded by the United 
Way of Northwest Ohio. 
The purpose of the United Way agency is to concentrate the entire efforts of one 
organization for the fund-raising of many. This allows individual organizations to 
devote their energies and funds to their primary purposes. United Way of Northwest 
Ohio funds only charities and groups located in Wood, Lucas and Fulton counties. 
Local agencies may request funding from United Way. A board of citizen volunteers 
reviews requests. and it approved will determine the allotted funds which will be 
granted following the campaign. All agencies which have received funding and the 
amount of those funds are available from the Office of United Way of Wood County. 
519 W. Wooster St., 352-2390. The administration of this process is paid through an 
endowment fund, so 100 percent of all monies collected go directly to the charities 
and groups funded. 
The BGSU campaign drive will run from Feb. 14-25. Pledge materials will be 
mailed to each faculty and staff member by Feb. 11. This material will include a 
pledge card, instructions and a return envelope, along with the name and phone 
number of the staff volunteer located in each building or work location for assistance 
and collection. 
If you can help, you can make a one time contribution or pledge payments 
throughout the year. Many people find it more convenient to pledge by payroll 
deduction, and your volunteer can assist in setting this up. We can even guarantee 
that a particular organization of your choice gets your specific contribution if $25 is 
pledged. All contributions are tax deductible. 
Please help us to provide funds and opportunities for people in our area. You 
would be helping your own neighbors. If I can answer questions or be of assistance, 
please call me at 372-7580. 
Dave Maley 
·Chair, BGSU United Way Campaign, 1994 
Eckel appointment to aid in facilitating American 
businesses' investment opportunities in Russia 
Or. Norman Eckel, accounting and 
MIS, has been named chief business 
consultant to the U.S.-Russia Information 
Resource Institute. 
Thomas Murray, board chairman of 
the Sandusky-based IRI, a full-service 
consulting firm facilitating investment 
opportunities in Russia for American 
businesses. particularly those in north-
west Ohio, announced Eck.el's appoint-
ment 
Eck.el, who will take a year's leave of 
absence from his teaching duties at 
Bowling Green, has been involved with 
iRI since 1990 and has made three trips 
to Russia to develop ties with the 
Russian Academy of Sciences. IRI has a 
Moscow office that provides American 
businesses with meeting and conference 
space as well as computers, communica-
tions, translation, security and secretarial 
services. 
American investment in the Russian 
economy is critically needed because it 
will aid the country's political stability and 
"we all have a vested interest in that," 
said Eck.el. He added that Americans are 
"missing the boar by failing to consider 
becoming involved in Russia's emerging 
free-market demoeracy. 
Eck.el noted that Japan, South Korea 
and Germany are, in increasing numbers. 
planting the seeds for future success in 
Russia •tt American businesses sit back 
and wait for complete political stability, 
our competitors will capture Russia's 
economic prizes." he saicf_ 
Private sector investment in Russia is 
needed to encourage long-term invest-
ment in that country's emerging, but 
bumpy, economy. Eck.el said. "And that," 
he added, "is exactly what IRI is attempt-
ing to encourage by providing American 
firms with business information vital to 
becoming key players in the Russian 
economy." 
More information about business 
opportunities in Russia is available by 
calling IRI at (419) 626-6170_ 
Camcorders available 
Faculty, staff and students with a 
University ID are now able to check out 
VHS camcorders from Instructional Media 
Services' counter at 102 Education 
Building. 
In the past, no camcorders left IMS 
without an accompanying IMS student 
assistant doing the requested videotap-
ing. While that service is still available, 
purchases of additional easy-to-use, 
lightweight camcorders allow the IMS to 
otter the checkout option to its users. 
The highest priority for use of the new 
camcorders will be faculty requests for 
classroom instructional use_ There will be 
no charge for the service. Faculty. 
students and staff will be able to request 
camcorders on a first come/first served 
basis for University-related functions at 
the rate of $5 for three hours. There are 
also adjusted price rates for overnight 
and weekend rentals. Camcorders can 
only be picked up at the 102 Education 
Building counter (they cannot be deliv-
ered unless a student assistant is also 
requested at an ad<fltional $5 per hour) 
by someone with a valid University ID. 
The limited number of camcorders 
available necessitates the assessing of 
late charges of $5 per hour. 
Camcorders and other A-V equipment 
can be reserved by calling 372-2882. 
Reserving all equipment at least 24 hours 
in advance is strongly recommended. 
Book examines communication of 
people of diverse, ethriic backgrounds 
Interpersonal communication is 
unshakably rooted in culture, said Or. 
Al~rto Gonzalez, interpersonal commu-
nica.tion. yet the literature on communica-
tion styles is strangely bare of cultural 
reference points. For those wishing to 
understand the communication of people 
of diverse ethnic backgrounds, this is 
particularly inadequate. so Gonzalez and 
his co-editors. 














Communication (An lntercultural Anthol-
ogy). Published by Roxbury Publishing 
Company, the book provides "a descrip-
tion of culture and communication from 
the original source," according to 
Gonzalez. · 
Gonzalez and his colleagues feel that 
in traditional interpersonal communication 
studies, "There is no rich description of 
culture. Culture is depicted in the 
abstract." he said. ·Also, what we've 
noticed in looking at the literature for 
speech communication is that the 
depictions of culture are Euro-centric." 
Yet even within the white, European 
culture, there are important differences 
between, for instance, a rural Midwest· 
emer and an urban Northeastemer's 
communication styles that are not 
represented. "Contemporary communica-
tion theory tends to level out those 
differences," said Gonzalez. Our Voices 
is a vehicle for "ethnic scholars to talk 
about communication from the perspec-
tive of their own cultures. We want to 
make that richness, that uniqueness, 
central, not to abstract i! out,• he added. 
Each of the contributors, said 
Gonzalez, is saying, in effect, "This is 
how I would like you to understand my 
cultural community and its talk," using his 
or her own cultural voice. The authors 
explore the variety of communication 
styles within many ethnic groups, from 
Chinese Americans to Semitic people to 
African Americans. Gonzalez's chapter, 
written with Gloria Flores, formerly of 
Texa A & M University and now of the 
University of Kansas. is titled "Tejana 
Music and Cultural Identification." Rather 
than being rooted in theory, as are most 
communication texts today, Our Voices 
seeks to "ground depictions of culture in 
experience." said Gonzalez. It presents a 
more personal viewpoint from the authors 
than do most previous books on the 
topic. · 
The book examines many aspects of 
communication - written. family and 
m<l$S communication - by asking the 
question, "What is a cultural explanation 
and interpretation for this communication 
phenomenon from an ethnic scholar's 
perspective?" 
The writers included in Our Voices, 
said Gonzalez. are attempting to support 
the validity of alternative perspectives on 
the world by explaining their basis in their 
respective cultures. They also seek to 
break down the constructs of dualism and 
mutually exclusive terms that have 
characterized previous research into the 
communication styles of ethnic groups. 
Gonzalez said he sees the book as a 
"concentrated resource· for researchers 
and teachers of communication that 
could be used as a textbook in ethnic 
studies or multicultural education as well. 
It is already being tested in the classroom 
in various places, he said, and has been 
well received. 
Gonzalez, who received his under-
graduate degree from BGSU, did his 
master's and doctoral work at Ohio State 
University. Specializing in intercultural 
communication and rhetorical criticism. 
he has published many articles and book 
chapters on topics including the lyrics of 
Bob Dylan and the use of technology in 
communication. 
He has two more edited books in 
progress, one in collaboration with Or. 
John Makay, chair, interpersonal commu· 
nication, on rhetorical studies of popular 
music. The second concerns communica-
tion practices of Latino groups_ 
But what Gonzalez is most excited 
about and proud of, he said, is that he 
has recently been selected to edit the 
International and lnterc:ultural Communi-
ca.tion Annual, a Sage publication 
sponsored by the Speech and Communi-
cation Association. He will hold this 
position for the publication of three 
volumes, the first of which will appear in 
1995_ Or. Dolores Tanno, a professor at 
San Bernadine State University, will 
collaborate with him on the project. -
Bonnie Blankinship 
Gould appointed president of association 
Or. Karen Gould, Graduate College 
and romance languages, has been 
named president of the Association of 
Canadian Studies in the United States. 
She took over the role at the 
association'~ biennial conference in New 
Orleans in November. 
The association, which has more than 
1,200 members nationwide. publishes a 
multidisciplinary quarterly journal and a 
quarterly newsletter containing informa-
tion on grants, conferences and other 
matters related to Canacfran studies, in 
addition to providing publishing grants. Its 
executive office is in Washington, D.C. 
Gould will serve a two-year term as 
president 
Prior to her election. Gould was vice 
president of the association and orga-
nized the biennial conference. "Putting 
the entire program together is about a 
year-and-a-half process." she said. This 
involved sending out an international call 
for papers and selecting all the speakers 
and session content 
The University was well represented at 
the conference. Or. Mark Kasoff, director 
of the Cana<fran studies program, 
delivered several papers. Beth Casey, 
arts and sciences, and Dr. Henry Garrity, 
chair of romance languages, also made 
presentations. 
. Q & A ABOUT COT .I .ECTIVE BARGAINING 
A v~ety of questions have been raised ~t f~culty collective bargmning and its 
pot~ntial effects. _The £?owling Green State UmvefSlty Faculty Association and the 
UmvefSlty administration have asked the Monitor to publish their answers to questions 
posed by memebers of the University community. 
Question: A recent BGSU Faculty Association newsletter claims that during 
the last 10 years, while the number of BGSU full-time faculty has decreased from 
737 to 680, the ratio of students to full-time faculty members has "Increased 
disproportionately" resulting In a "disproportionately heavier workload" for 
faculty. The BGSU-FA also asserts that BGSU would need to add 100+ faculty 
positions to be on a "competitive basis" with Kent State. How much has our 
student/full-time faculty ratio changed over the past decade and how different is it 
currently from the Kent State ratio? 
Answer from Or. J. Christopher Dalton, vice president for planning and 
budgeting: The BGSU·FA must be using fall 1980 as its base year, since that was the 
most recent year for which there were 737 full-time main campus BGSU faculty 
members. In the fall of 1993 there were 690 full-time main campus faculty (not 680). 
6.4% fewer than in 1980. (There were also 38 retired (SAP) faculty teaching in fall 1993 
compared to none in 1980. Each of the retired faculty members taught 8-9 credit hours. 
which is equivalent to the average semester teaching load for full-time faculty members. 
Thus there were 728 full-time and SRP faculty in fall 1993. a decrease of only 1.22% 
from the 737 full-time and SRP faculty in fall 1980.) 
The most accurate gauge of the instructional load generated by students is the 
number of full-time equivalent (FTE) students, the measure used by the Ohio Board of 
Regents in allocating instructional subsidy. By definition, each FTE student equals 15 
student credit hours (SCH). In fall 1980 the number of FTE students on the BGSU main 
campus was 16,788. Forfall 1993 the main campus FTE student number was 15,574. 
This represents a decrease of 7.2% in the FTE student count from fall 1980 to fall 1993. 
If the drop in FTE students (7.2%) is greater than the drop in nµmber of full-time faculty 
(6.4% without even taking into account the SAP faculty) how can the studentlfaculty 
ratio have "disproportionately increased?" In fact, the FTE student/full-time faculty ratio 
decreased slightly from 22. 78 in 1980 to 22.57 in 1993. It is not credible to assert that 
the student/faculty ratio, and by irnplication the average faculty workload. has "dispropor-
tionately increased" from 1980 to 1993. 
The BGSU-FA assertion that BGSU would need 100+ additional faculty in order to be 
in a ·competitive position" with Kent State is completely incorrect. Preliminary fall 1993 
data from the Ohio Board of Regents indicate that Kent State main campus had 4,870 
more students (headcount) than BGSU (22,638 vs. 17, 768) and 2,362 more FTE 
students ~an BG~U (18,035 vs. 15,673).' On the other hand, data provided by Maryse 
Eymonene Associates, show that Kent State had 8 fewer full-time faculty (682 vs. 690) 
than BGSU in fall 1993. Clearly, by any measure, the student to faculty ratio is consider-
ably lower at BGSU than at Kent State. In fact, it's Kent State that needs 100+ addi-
tional faculty to be in a ·competitive position" with BGSU with respect to the ratio of FTE 
students to full-time faculty. 
The OBOR and Maryse Eymonerie Associates data cited above show that the 
University of Toledo had 18,778 FTE students (3, 105 more than BGSU) and 556 full-
time faculty (134 fewer than BGSU) for fall 1993. Based on these data UT needs 
approximately 270 additional full-time faculty to reach a ·competitive position" with 
B~SU with rl?SJ>l'.C' to_ t_he ratio of FTE students to full-time faculty. Similar comparisons 
with the other universities demonstrate that the BGSU ratio of FTE students to full-time 
faculty is the fourth lowest of the 11 major public universities in Ohio. 
1. The number of tan 1993 FTE students for BGSU is sligh1!y greater 1han the number noted 
above beca1 ise the OBOR data on which the table is based includes students in academic year 
abroad and extension courses. 
2. Maryse Eymonerie Associates collects data from universities for the annual AAUP salary 
survey. 
Question: (From a supporter of BGSU-FA) The AAI is attacking you pretty 
hard in their newsletter. Why don't you give them a dose of their own medicine? 
Answer by BGSU-FA: As we have said before, the issua of collective bargaining 
needs to be fully debated and debate without opposition would be impossible. We are 
told ~a! ·no ag~nt" g_roups like AAI ~ay ~t role in virtually all faculty collective 
~mng elections m higher education. It IS to the advantage of university administra-
tions to appear aloof. so they usually prefer to have their side of things represented by 
such a group. 
When BGSU-FA was first organized in May of 1992, we stated our intent to conduct 
a ~e ,?l"'pai!J'! to avoid ad hominem a~umentation. After President Olscamp 
prom~ not !O lie to us, but added that neither would he "tell everyth:;ig (he) 
knows, we said '!'e would do even better than Iha!: Not only <ftd we promise to say 
only what we believe to be the truth, we also promised not to try to mislead anyone. 
We see no good reason to deviate from those original guidelines we set for ourselves. 
Responding in print to all of the AAI •questions," demands, misinformation and 
misleading assertions would be impossible; to attempt to do so would waste time, 
energy and money. We would rather do what we have already been doing - to provide 
~ maryy facts and rational arguments as we can in print, to answer questions put to us 
1n public forums as fully and honestly as we are able. and to trust the good judgment of 
our faculty colleagues for the rest. The facts and arguments for faculty collective 
bargaining at BGSU are strong enough to stand alone - we only need to make them 
available. 
Besides it would be counterproductive for us to reply in kind: The audience to the 
debate. over faculty collective bargaining is sophisticated, intelligent and able to 
recognize common techniques of propaganda. We don't want to make the same 
mistake we think AAI and some administrators have made - that of underestimating 
the BGSU faculty. Our audience knows that an ad hominem attack is a losing 
debater's refuge - attack your opponent personally only when your own arguments 
are weak. 
MATH PH.OS 
From the front 
unique feature for a university the size of 
BGSU. ·we want to make sure they"re 
not out of date three months after they 
graduate." commented Glass. "The job 
market is much harder now so we·ve put 
in much more quality control. Students 
with high grade point averages. in the 3.2 
and up range. have a great edge in the 
marketplace because of their analytical 
skills." he added, ·so as much encour-
agement as possible is given to help 
students learn better: 
The same emphasis on quality is 
maintained at the graduate level. ·our 
advisers have only six to seven master's 
students eacn to allow maximum contact 
time and attention." he said. 
Glass added that quality control is 
retained in this area by letting only the 
best students go on to the doctoral level. 
"These advanced students work closely 
with teams of faculty in algebra. analysis. 
computation. number theory or statistics, 
and especially with their individual 
dissertation directors," he commented. 
All the graduate students teach, so a 
year long course in teaching is required. 
And seminars are routinely held where 
students are given the opportunity to 
practice presenting their own work. "This 
insures our graduates are good teachers 
and can get positions in universities and 
colleges," he said. 
Faculty members for the department 
are chosen for their qualifications in three 
areas. said Glass: their ability to direct 
graduate students, their excellence in 
research, and their effectiveness in the 
classroom. 
Research is vitally important to the 
department and Glass says it provides 
symbiotically beneficial effects for both 
students and teachers. "When I do 
research, I appreciate my students' 
difficulties more. wnt a question from a 
student motivate what I do in my re-
search? Yes, certainly." he said, ·and the 
atmosphere created when faculty are 
engaged in problem solving is encourag-
ing to students in their own studies: 
One of the most exciting aspects of 
the program is the continual presence of 
distinguished visiting professors from 
abroad. "This enriches the department 
and the graduate program." Glass said. 
The seminars and colloquia they conduct 
FACULTY/STAFF 
PUBLICATIONS 
John Sampen, music, wrote the anide 
"Saxophone Masterworks of Late 20th Century 
America" and a review on new music in The 
Saxophone Symposium last summer. A review 
of Sampen's and Marilyn Shnlde"s, music. 
"The Contemporary Saxophone" disc appears 
in TheSaxophoneJoumal, Nov. 1993. The 
compact disc was recorded and edited by 
Mark Bunce, music. 
Patricia Cunningham, applied human 
ecology, published the essay "Healthful, 
Artistic and Correct Dress· in With Grace & 
Favour: VICtOtian and Edwardian Fashion in 
America. Research on the essay was 
supported by a grant from the Research 
Development Council of the College of 
Education and Allied Professions and was 
published by the Cincinnati Museum ot Art. 
Rona MacKfnnon-Slaney, higher 
education and student affairs, published 
"Theory to Practice in Co-curricular Activities: 
A New Model tor Student Involvement" in 
College Student Affairs Journal. a publication 
of the Southern Association for College 
Student Affairs, Spring 1993. 
for faculty and students provide learning 
and inspiration for the whole department. 
BGSU has had some of the top 
mathematicians and statisticians in the 
world visit. and the annual symposia they 
conduct draw participants from the United 
States and abroad. This spring. the 
wor1d"s leading probablist. academician 
Anatoli Skorokliod from Ukraine. will be 
on campus as the Eugene Lukacs 
Visiting Professor. - Bonnie Blankmship 
APPLIED 
PHILOSOPHY 
From the front 
Gust is currently an assistant profes-
sor in the history and philosophy depart-
ment at Austin Peay State University. 
Clarksville. Tenn. 
Daly entered the program with 
rnaster"s degrees from the University of 
Massachusetts in nursing and from 
Cleveland State University in philosophy. 
She said she chose Bowling Green·s 
unique program because it offered her 
the opportunity to combine her interests 
and training in medicine and philosophy. -
The focus of her work at the University 
made use of philosophical theory and 
method to analyze and resolve ethical 
problems arising in the allocation of 
health care resources. Her dissertation. 
"Philosophic Approaches to Resource 
AllOC<!tion," was directed by Dr. Raymond 
G. Frey, philosophy. 
Daly currently is an assistant profes-
sor in both the School of Nursing and the 
School of Medicine at Case Western 
Reserve. In addition, she is the co-
director of the Clinical Ethics Service at 
University Hospital. Cleveland. 
SENATE 
From the front 
incorrectly based the count on two-thirds 
of the total senators eligible to vote. 
In other business. a resolution on the 
University's travel reimbursement policy 
was approved. According to the resolu-
tion, BGSU ranks at the bottom in all 
travel associated categories compared to 
other Ohio state assisted universities. 
The proposal makes the following 
recommendations: mileage be reim-
bursed at 27 cents per mile (currently 20 
cents per mile); in-state lodging be 
reimbursed at $75 plus tax or conference 
rate (currently $55 plus tax); out-of-state 
lodging be reimbursed at actual or 
reasonable cost (currently $75 plus tax); 
the daily maximum for in-state meals be 
raised to $25 (currently $20); and the out-
of-state meals daily maximum should be 
raised to $35 (currently $30), or $45 in 




Travis Chapin and Chris Heider, both of 
technology. $33.580 from the Ohio Depart· 
men! of Transportation to fund a study from 
April 26. 1993. to Oct. 26, 1994. to determine 
whether a contractor/state relationship called 
"partnering" is cost effective. 
Pietro Badia, psychology. was awarded 
S262.700 from the Army Research Institute 
and $20.000 from the U.S. Air Force to 
conduct research in human studies with a 
substanee caned melatcnin. Milton Hakel, 




Monday, Jan. 24 
Exhibit, ·Art Tirol." an exh1bttion of 60 
paintings by six Austrian ar"Jsts. through Feb 
8. Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery. Fine Arts 
Center. Gallery hours are 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
weekdays and 2·5 p.m. Sundays. Free. 
Exhibit, ·crayola Dream-Makers: 
featuring art by elementary school students 
from a seven-state region. through Feb. 12. 
Gallery hours same as above. Free. 
Euroil..atin American Film Series, 
·Murmur Of The Heart: (French 1971 ). 3:30 
p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Free. 
Chinese Film Week, "Divorce: 8 p.m .. 
Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. Admission is $2. 
Call 372-7814 or 372-2268 for more informa-
tion or ~o reserve tickets. 
Tuesday, Jan. 25 
Arts & Sciences Forum Lecture Series 
Luncheon. Or. Donald D. Gehrtng wi!I give a 
iecture ent:tled ·Academ;c Freedom: What 
Does It Rea!ly Protect?" noon. Towers Inn. 
McDonald West. The cost is $5. Call 372-
2340 for more information. 
Administrative Staff Council Executive 
Committee Meeting, noori-1 p.m .. Canal 
Room. Union. 
Open Meeting, Dr. Richard Weber. 
economic consultant and professor of finance 
and economics at Monmouth College, will 
explain his financial analysis of BGSU. 
conducted at the request of BGSU-FA'MUP. 
2:30 p.m .. Ohio Suite. University Union. Press 
conference at 1 :30 p.m. 
BGSU Student Composers· Forum, 7 
p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Coalition for Transcultural 
Enchancement Meeting, 9 p.m .• main lobby. 
Prout Hall. 
'vVednesday,Jan.26 
BGSU Faculty Artist Series, harpsichord· 
ist Vincent Corrigan will perform. 8 p.m .• Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Chinese Film Week, "The Story of Mao 
Zedong." 8 p.m .• Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. 
Admission is $2. Call 372-7814 or 372-2268 
for more information or to reserve tickets. 
Thursday, Jan. 27 
Conference, -commuter Students And 
Adult Learners: Making Sure lhat All Students 
Matter: registration begins at g:JO am. for the 
all day event, Days Inn. Fee is $10. Call 372· 
81 81 to register. 
Racism Reduction Center Meeting, 8 
p.m .• second floor. Student Services Building. 
Movie, ·cool Hand Luke." 9 p.m .. Gish 
Film Theater. Free. 
Friday, Jan. 28 
Hockey, vs. Michigan State. 7 p.m .. ice 
arena. 
Concert, by jazz pianist Jett Helmer. 8 
p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Chinese Film Week, -san Mao Joins the 
Army." 8 p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. 
Admission is $2. Call 372-7814 or 372-2268 
for more information or to reserve tickets. 
Saturday, Jan. 29 
Chinese Film Week, ·Evening at the 
Dream Bar: 4 p.m .. Gish Film Theater. 
Admission 1s $2. Call 372-7814 or 372-2268 
for more information er to reserve t>ckets. 
Women's Basketball, vs. Akron. 5.15 
p.rn .. Anderson Arena. 
Men's Basketball, vs. Akron. 7:30 p.m .. 
Anderson Arena. 
Bowling Green Festival Series, jazz 
pianist Martan McPartland will give a concert. 
8 p.m .. Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Call 372-8171 or 1-800-589-2224 for 
tickets. 
Chinese Film Week, ·woman Sesame Oil 
Maker: 7 p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. 
Admission is $2. Call 372-7814 or 372-2268 
for more information or to reserve tickets. 
Sunday, Jan. 30 
BGSU Faculty Artist Series, percussionist 
Roger B. Schupp will perform. 4 p.m .. Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Chinese Film Week, "A Confucius Family," 
4 p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. Admis· 
sion is $2. Call 372-7814 or 372-2268 for 
more information or to reserve tickets. 
Chinese Film Week, "Death of a College 
Girl," 7 p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. 
Admission is $2. Call 372-7814 or 372-2268 
for more information or to reserve tickets. 
Monday, Jan. 31 
Chinese Film Week, •After Separation," 8 
p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. Admission 
is $2. Call 372-7814 or 372-2268 for more 
information or to reserve tickets. 
Concert, the Luther College Choir will 
perform, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Call 372-8171or1-800-589-2224 
for tickets. 
Groups attending Festival Series get discount 
The Festival Series Board, in an effort 
to promote the last two Festival Series 
concerts. is offering a special group sales 
promotion to faculty. classified and 
administrative staff. 
For groups of 10 or more. the following 
discounts will apply: $25 tickets will be 
sold for $20; $18 ticketS will be sold for 
$14.50, and $11 tickets will be $8.50. 
The final two concerts will feature 
Marian McPartland and Loretta 
Attend EAP sessions 
The Employee Assistance Program 
(EAP) employee orientation sessionS 
have begun and will continue on Jan. 25, 
27 and Feb. 1 and 2. These are sessions 
where faculty and staff can ask questions 
about the University's new program. For 
session times and locations, please refer 
to the schedule mailed to all employees 
or call personnel services at 372-8421 or 
372-2225. 
Livingston & Dancers. McPartland. who 
will be in Bowling Green Jan. 29 to 
provide an evening of piano artistry, is 
widely known for her award-winning 
National Public Radio show "Piano Jazz." 
Loretta Livingston & Dancers will present 
the final event of the series March 15 
called "The Grandma Moses Project; 
which will bring to life the paintings of the 
beloved American folk artist. 
All events are held in Kobacker Hall of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center. To make 
reservations, call the cente(s bOx office 
at 372-8171 or 1-800-589-2224. 
Festival at bookstore 
The University Bookstore will hold its 
second annual Art Festival from 10 a.m. -
4 p.m. Wednesday (Jan. 26) in the 
Student Services Forum. 
In addition to demonstrations, there 
will be a 25 percent discount on art 
supplies and art tradebooks. 
. , 
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"Troop of Knights. - by Paul Flora is one of the works now on display at the "Art 
Tirol" exhibit in the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery. The touring exhibition, sponsored 
by the Government of Tirol and the Austrian Cultural Institute. in New York. features 
six painters and draftsmen from the mountainous region of Tirol m Austna who are 
all well established in the contemporary art scene. The exhibit will continue through 
Feb. 8 in the Fine Arts Center. 
Teleconference focuses on commuter students 
·commuter Students and Adult 
Learners: Making Sure That All Students 
Matter" is the subject of an interactive 
teleconference to be held Thursday (Jan. 
27) in the Days Inn in Bowling Green. 
Sponsored by student affairs and 
continuing education, international and 
summer programs, as well as divisions of 
Ashland University. the University of 
Toledo, Owens State Community College 
and Northwest State Community College, 
the conference will be live via satellite 
from Cincinnati. 
The keynote speaker of the luncheon 
will be Sir Ian MacKenzie, British 
industrialist and former member of 
Margaret Thatcher's government. He will 
address the relations between higher 
education, business. industry and labor 
management in today's world. 
Registration for Bowling Green's drive-
in conference will be from 9:30·10 a.m. 
Sessions will continue through 3:45 p.m. 
Discussions will focus on services, 
programs, advocacy and research related 
to diverse student groups, particularly the 
commuting student. both traditional-aged 
and adult learners. 
For more information, contact Fiona 
Mackinnon-Slaney at 372-7387 or Adele 
Yung at 372-6931. To register, contact 
the continuing education office at 372-
8181. There is a $10 fee for the confer-
ence. 
Note process for the new Vision Service Plan 
The Benefits Office has received a 
number of telephone calls from employ-
ees who enrolled in the optional Vision 
Service Plan (VSP) regarding the 
procedures for obtaining benefits under 
the plan. 
In a number of instances appoint-
ments for vision exams have been 
scheduled before a benefit form was 
obtained from VSP. As indicated in the 
brochure describing the VSP program 
which was mailed to each employee in 
November 1993, a benefit form must be 
received from VSP before scheduling an 
appointment for vision care services 
(including vision exams). After an 
employee obtains the benefit request 
card from the Benefits Office. the 
employee should complete it and send it 
to VSP. The benefits form will then be 
mailed to the employee in approximately 
seven to 10 days at which time the 
employee/dependent may make the 
appointment. The benefit form indicates 
the benefits which are provided under the 
plan. The VSP panel provider (optom-
etrist. ophthalmologist and dispensing 
optician) will advise you of the selection 
of frames which are covered in full 
(subject to the co-payment) as well as 
any additional costs for services or 
materials which might be requested. 
It is important to note that a benefits 
form is required even though vision 
services are provided by a non-panel 
provider. 
Additional questions regarding the 
Vision Service Plan should be referred to 
the Benefits Office, in the College Park 
Office Building, at 372-2112. 
Apply for grants now 
Faculty members are reminded that 
Feb. 14 is the deadline for applications 
for Instructional Improvement Grants 
which provide allocations of up to $1,000 
for innovative projects that lead to a 
demonstrable improvement in pedagogi-
cal skills and have a positive effect on 
student learning. Application materials 
are available in the department/school 
offices or from the vice president for 
academic affair!. office. Interested 
persons can call 372-2915 for more 
information. 
Candidates to speak 
The four candidates for the orientation 
directo(s position in student affairs will be 
visiting campus on the following dates: 
Lori Bennett, Tuesday (Jan. 25), Taft 
Room; Mike Borden, Friday (Jan. 28), 
faculty lounge; Frances Himes, Feb. 3, 
State Room, and Amy O'Donnell, Feb. 4, 
faculty lounge. All of the locations are in 
the University Union. 
Each candidate will give a formal 
presentation at 10:15 am. on the above 
dates. The presentation will be followed 
by an ~n forum for questions. 
f 
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Interpretation of numbers differs 
Consultant, administration agree 
University is "financially healthy" 
University administrators and a 
consultant hired by the BGSU-FA agree 
on one thing: the University is financially 
healthy. But how University funds and 
assets are used is where the two parties 
disagree. 
Dr. Richard Weber, an economic 
consultant and professor of finance and 
economics at Monmouth College in New 
Jersey, was commissioned by the BGSU· 
FA to examine the University's seven 
most recent audited financial statements. 
He presented his analysis of BGSU's 
current financial condition at an open 
meeting Jan. 25 in the University Union. 
According to Weber, the University 
has had an average increase in wealth of 
more than $21 million per year for the 
past seven years. Dr. Ronald Stoner, 
physics and astronomy and president of 
the BGSU-FA. said he found the report to 
be particularly important since health care 
costs to the employees are increasing, 
salary increases have averaged less than 
one-half of the inflation rate and the 
number of teaching faculty has been 
reduced by eight percent. 
Dr. J. Christopher Dalton, vice 
president for planning and budgeting, 
said after reading Webe(s report that 
"applying the analytical method that Dr. 
Weber uses to a public university such as 
BGSU, which must operate within the 
confines of the laws of the state of Ohio, 
leads people to draw inferences which 
are, at best. superficial, misleading and 
incorrect." 
Dalton said Weber extracted financial 
Continued on page 3 
Using agencies to hire temporary 
employees saves University money 
Using agencies to provide temporary 
employees for short-term work on 
campus is saving the University money, 
according to John Moore, executive 
director for personnel services. 
Moore said filling temporary positions 
on campus is as time consuming as filling 
regular positions, especially when 
departments request to review applica-
tions and schedule interviews. To shorten 
the process and reduce costs, persor.r.el 
services began to look at the use of 
temporary agencies, namely Manpower 
Temporary Services and Kelly Temporary 
Services. 
"We started the program about a year 
ago and saved $50,000 in the first year: 
Moore said. "I'm estimating we will save 
another $50,000 or more by next July." 
Temporary employees are usually 
assigned to campus departments for 
special projects or to fill in for regular 
employees. The work assignments range 
from a half day to 119 days or longer, 
Moore said. The majority of the tempo-
rary needs are for derical positions, but 
fill-ins for professional, technical, skilled 
aatts and trades are also sometimes 
necessary. 
In the past, personnel services 
maintained a rist of employee/applicants 
who were able to work for temporary/ 
intermittent durations. The list consisted 
of retired employees, appHcants who 
wanted to work on a temporary basis and 
applicants who in the past six months 
completed an application to the Univer-
sity while seeking full- or part-time 
employment. 
Mary Holley, personnel officer, said 
before personnel services began using 
agencies, its staff had to schedule all the 
interviews, make offers of employment 
and sign-up temporaries for payroll 
purposes - all time-consuming duties for 
jobs that were going to be only of a short 
duration. Now all temporary hiring 
requests received by the office are simply 
referred to tt1e agencies to fill. The hiring 
departments will sometimes meet with an 
agency representative prior to hiring in 
order to review skill requirements, work 
location and the billing procedure. Also, 
some hiring departments choose to 
interview candidates while others hire 
whomever the agency provides. 
Holley said initially some departments 
were concerned about the quality of the 
candidates that would be provided. 
However, the evaluations and comments 
that have been received have been very 
positive and some employees furnished 
by the agencies were later hired as 
regular employees. "As far as the 
efficiency and caliber of employee, 
generally each temporary met or ex-
ceeded the specific qualifications of the 
position and were well received by the 
hiring department," she said. 
"It has been difficult for the personnel 
services emplo)ment area to recruit top-
quality individuals who are willing to work 
on an intermittent and temporary basis; 
Holley said. "Departments have had to, 
on occasion, settle for less than adequate 
employees to do the job. Temporary 
Continued on page :5 
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·11uee new clocks have been instalied atop the cam/Jon tower near Anderson 
· Alena. The tower is a gift from th6classof1978, but when it was built in the early 
1980s. there wasn't enough money left to buy the clocks.. The carf1Jon stood, 
electronically pealing at the quarter-hour, until members of the class of 1988 
det;id9d to lake the time into their hands and pledge as their class gift the funds for 
the timepiet.:es, wtW;h cost $15, 760_ Each clod< is about live feet tall and seYBfl 
and 8 half feet wide.: 7he bal!s from the lqJ /etlel MW mC1llf1d farther dollrJ the -
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